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Discovery of accurate (within 2%) correlation of platonic tilting angles with primary
and secondary colour bands makes a strong case for the role of symmetry operations
between 3-D phase-conjugate heterodyne wave packets in Duane Whitlock's
Hexadynamic theory of colours, including clues to colour empathy and its gravitational
connection.
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COLOUR is a name for our archaic memory of how it FELT when charge was approaching in different
angles. We associate "red" with "warm" and "extrovertive", and "blue" with "cool" or "introvertive",
allthough technically there may be no compelling reason for it. Maybe we need, to some extend, honour
our ancient algae ancestors for whom "light-empathy" was crucial to survive. Today, we are blessed
with a rich garland of colours, rather than a mere prozaic gradient of colourless "lightness". Yet, as we
will see, there may exist a deeper, universal clue to qualified colour perception, resulting from the
pure geometric origin of light perception.
Important references to the subject of colour geometry include Duane Whitlock, author of "The Secret
of Intelligent Design, who coined the term "quantum hexadynamics" and who devised a diagram in
which gravity as a long range force is a used in catagorising the primary and secondary colours; Dan
Winter (www.goldenmean.info), long time proponent of the role of Golden Mean wave recursion in
gravitation creation, who pointed at a possible symmetry clue for colour perception and - at my
suggestion - now includes a closely related type of wave physics for the "observer" side which is crucial
for general "soliton" (incl. photon) creation. Last but not least Luke Gatto who carried on a life's
mission to unveil some secrets which Newton and Keppler appear to have hidden. Luke proved a great
motivator to work on the exciting and very profound subject of colour geometry.
Basic geometric and physics concepts
The 3-dimensional platonic symmetry operations facilitating the creation of photons (generally solitons)
and which could provide a physics clue to the agreed-upon central primary and secondary colours, are
not mere mathematical fancy. These geometries accurately reflect how 3-D spherical wave systems
learned to become sustainable in the (electro-) thermo-dynamic ocean. This idea has been widely been
spread by Dan Winter (www.goldenmean.info) and, with he sheer abundance of examples in nature, art,
literature and sacred geometry, suggests beyond doubt that that Golden Mean ratio based wave
geometries play a crucial role in the creation of gravity and (biological) life. The scientific name for this
process is: heterodyne phase conjugation. In my paper "Why Phi"
(www.heartcoherence.com/whyphi2007) I demonstrated for the first time how the Golden Mean ratio
can be "reverse-calculated" based on a small set of fundamental wave physics equations. This paper also
shows, by means of spectrum analysis of scale-invariant recursive heterodyne waves, that it creates
fractally organised frequency patterns. Further, the paper gives a numerical proof of Golden Mean
emergence (and other crucial ratio's) and briefly touches the subject of phase-conjugate heterodyning in



soliton creation. This serves as pure geometric departure point for photon creation and a crucial part of
the physics of colour empathy as discussed here.
What on Earth has gravity to do with colour perception?
Duane Whitlock came forward with the rather puzzling idea that gravity (one of the long range forces in
the universe) plays a key role in understanding why colour perception is systematically organized. This
paper greatly honours Duane's - truly colourful - perspective, but instead of plugging in "gravity" as the
literal denominator for a specific colour, it is shown that the very same principle which creates gravity
(as promoted by Dan Winter) is also responsible for the creation of the specific colour map as we
perceive it.
The capacity of colour discrimination has both, as we say, a "subjective" and an "objective" aspect. In
other words: there exist certain dedicated light frequency bands which for some reason pop-out of the
complete spectrum, so that we feel compelled to give them unique names. This is so much an all-day
phenomenon that we don't realise that from a standard physics point of view there exist no clue for
systematic colour perception whatsoever. Definitely, the receptacles in our eye's retina (the "cone cell"
light receptors) are NOT the cause. So it must be something created by our brain. In this paper we look
at the universal principles employed by the brain which are the underlying cause of colour geometry.
The "objective" or measurable aspect of colour geometry is well illustrated by how we can create the
secondary colours, by mixing primaries.
Yet, our system of colour geometry as we will see does not quite digress from Duane Whitlock's
original viewpoint, as it is still shown that the principle which creates gravity, is more predominant in
the creation of "blue" perception, the way he intuited, than it is in the other colours.

"primary" and "secondary" colours in different techniques

The printer's "primary colours" are (translucent) Cyan - Magenta - Yellow, with subtractive pigment mixing create all
other colours; demonstrated here using a Photoshop filter only, quite accurate blue, red and green initial colours are
created. Also, in subtractive mixing, two opposite colours like yellow and blue, always result in black..
A projector's or (TV-) monitor's primary colours are Red - Green - Blue, additively mixed like the RGB- monitor you
are now looking at. The initially created colours cyan, magenta and yellow are digitally exact. Adding two opposite
colours, like blue and yellow, creates white.
Finally, "water paint" type mixing is also a subtractive process. Therefore, the common idea that "red + blue =
purple", "red + yellow = orange" and "blue + yellow = green" is not precisely true. Mixing the pure primary colours
RYB subtractively would result in red, b

lack and black resp. Above example using light cyanish-blue and light red instead yields a useable result.

From platonics to colours: Nature's angle of approach
In the science of geometric (hexadynamic..) colour coding, colours are frequency (resp. energy) related
in the standard sense, but also follow a fundamental principle of colour partitioning, which is employed
by the brain when it systematically engages in a vivid (vital) response to incoming photons.
Geometric colour theory proposes a new and fundamental description of colour generation based on 3-D
heterodyne phase-conjugate physics and reveils a universal cause of colour empathy. The (photon)
frequency resp. energy is not actually stored in the incoming photon itself, but is, per octave, determined
by its tilting angle relative to its propagation angle, and from there, relative to the tilting angle of a
receiving solition (i.e. cones in the retina, etc..). The propagation angle falls out of the equation and thus
the (energy) coupling between the incoming photon and the receiver soliton, is a net function of their
differential angle. This encodes the perceived photon's energy and thus its wavelength, and, biologically,
its colour identity.

3 Primary colours are created by the 3 relative tilting angles of the primary tetra, controlling the toroid,
in a dodec. These colours (psychologically) have an activating, or accelerating effect. The complete
hexadynamic geometry of colour coding is based on the fact that the toroid if oriented by the tetra's
"merkaba" complement, makes different angles with the dodec. This creates the 3 secondary colours,
which have a rather calming or inhibiting effect.

12 pentagonal oriRntations or the primary tetra in the 12 lateral oriRntations of the secondary tetra encode
dodec encode three primary differential angles (P1,
three secondary differential angles plus two tertiary
P2, P3) - circle is top view of toroid
angles (L1, L2, L3 resp. T1, T2)

Now, the simplest way to find the three primary angles or colours is by rotating the primary tetra, along
with its toroid, 120° over any of its vertex axes. This way, 3 primary angles can be found. To find the 3
other angles, rotate the tetra one time 90° over any of its orthogonal axes, and then again 120° over any
of its vertex axes. This will generate all the geometric angles. Let's first play with a simple 2-D example.
Refer here to the original article for a helpful interactive - 2D javamation-to start your understanding of
color as photons tilting torus.

In the real 3-D world this is a bit more difficult. A convenient solution is to correctly animate the 3-D
platonic rotation to automatically scroll along all the geometric fits. This is how below animations work.
But first some references and backgrounds on colour theory.

Duane Whitlocks model, as well as the geometric solution,
in fact are based on the same "colour wheel" of primary and
secondary colours as has been intuited by artists of all times..

Reference colours and wavelenghts; CIE - Chromaticity Diagram

source: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:CIE-Normfarbtafel.png

THE GEOMETRIC ORIGING OF COLOURS
- THE 3-D ANIMATIONS AND GALLERY Below gallery of platonically nudged relative tiltings is only a tool to gain insight and memorize the
primary, secondary and tertiary tilting angles. The oblique view of the dodec is just helpful but has
otherwise no specific meaning. Top left is an animation, where the rainbow toroid is represented by its
circumference only, along with the circumference of the Dodec's toroid. The challenge is: try to
REPRODUCE the colour-coding platonic tilting angles, using your mouse to control the animation.
Please note that most tilting angles in the gallery are skewed (except P1 and L2) as a result of the tilted
viewing point. ... (Note: below are gifmations only, for real interactive (throwable) Java see link:
heartcoherence.com/geometry-of-colour )

(note particularly in the Java interactive animation - the Red arrow-from the torus - phase locked to the
tetra - rotates separately from the blue arrow
How the spectrum for the animated "colour donut" was created

The spectrum is mapped, starting from the centre, 360 degrees around the toroidal circumference, from
red (700 nm) to the higher octave "ultra red" (350 nm) with green (apprx. 525 nm) at the equator.
Curiously, the spectrum progress "c" is naturally proportional to the relative tilting angle "a" as per
given formula. Therefore, a 180 degrees tilting range precisely and proportionally covers the 360
degrees spectrum ring.
PLATONIC ANGLE VS. WAVE LENGHT GRAPH AND
HEXADYNAMIC WAVELENGTH FORMULA

INTELLIGENT DESIGN

Duane Whitlock's publisher was probably lacking the facilities to put anything on paper beyond the
capacity of a mechanical type writer, which has not quite created the Vantage point one might expect for
such an exceptional work. So here we present - free of charge - Duane's model of intelligent design as
reflected in Nature's true design of the visible spectrum, and which according to Duane, applies
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum and in all of Creation:

Duane's key point is that the standard idea that colours are linearly created by frequencies is totally
mistaken, and should be replaced by what he calls a universal "hexa-dynamic" intelligent design. It is a
part of physics subtler than matter and energy, but having a profound impact on creation, especially of
life. It explains the reason why the colours coming out of a prism existed only in Sir Isaac's mind. This
could be the subtitle for the splash art at the top! One main aspect of hexa-dynamic theory is reflected in
the way primary colours mix to form secondaries. One critical note here though: Duane in wrong, or
rather inaccurate to state that "blue" and "yellow" "additively" mix to form green. This is incorrect, and
applies only to - litterally - mixing water paint colours, using a lighter, cyanish blue (I vividly recollect
the moment my art teacher told me..), i.e. closer to the cyan used in subtractive mixing for printing. The
possible culprit(s) are seen in above "Origin of Colour" graph: two "extra" platonic angles and their
corrsponding wavelengths, which are called tertiary T1 (yellow-green) and T2 (cyan) in this system.
Dragging the hue of blue a bit in the direction of cyan will turn the mix from black into (dark) green.
Clear green however cannot be created, as with pure substractive mixing (cyan + yellow). So clearly,
allthough the complete 180"- geometric spectrum as a whole is perfectly symmetrical around 90"/ 530nm / green, its system of primary (resp. secondary) colours is definitely not (and neither is the
human visible part of it..). Nevertheless Duane's system is perfectly in order with the platonic tilting
angles of geometric colour code. It can be conjectured that species who see into the "IR" (snakes) or
"UV" (bees) actually may see colours unknown to man, but only insofar the small dark band (from 135
degrees / 350nm / violet to 180 degrees/ 350 nm / ???) resp. its lower octave are added.

ref: The Search for Intelligent Design, Duane Whitlock, Vantage Press, Inc. New York

COLOUR EMPATHY (discussion)
geometric effect = alternating
name
band
quality
Violet
narrow
calming
Blue
wide
activating
Green
neutral
neutral
Yellow
neutral
neutral
Orange
narrow
calming
Red
wide
activating

energy effect = gradient
coupling
expression
quality
maximum centrifugal subtlest
introvert / cool
more centrifugal
more subtle
introvert / cool
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
more centripedal
less subtle
extrovert / warm
maximum centripedal least subtle
extrovert / warm

The true physics of the origin of color + the frequency of the colors in the rainbowis in fact that the photon is donut shaped and its self organizing symmetry is generated by
the maximization of all possible symmetries which is the tetra - LOCKED by the phase tilt
which is COLOR - into the (Golden Ratio) DODECAHEDRON.
Predicting how DNA's codons are arranged, and absorb charge - and WHY this IS the origin
of the Hebrew Alphabet..

Why color has a hex wheel, superposed on tetra's 7 spin map..

Color heals- by frequency ratio in the phase angle - producing phase conjugation perfected
see 7 spins... franks 7 arrows animation each tetra arrow of symmetry
touches separate REGIONS on the 7 region moebius on donut
Then by adding the SIX axis thru the dodec/ icos (13 total)
we can
predict which frequency ratio - would create try optical phase conjugation ( implosive / log phi)
That would make fractal // implosive / healing color recipe??
The correct (implosive / phase conjugate ) ratio between color frequencies WOULD produce recursive
implosion in color, and therefore healing

